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STRUGGLE FOR A TEERITORIAL GOVERNMENT 36.'!
IOWA'S STRUGGLE FOR A TERRITORIAL
GOVERNMENT
By Kenneth E. Colton
Tho "Iowa District," the settled area west of the Missis-
sippi River, passed froB\ the administrative eontrol of the
Territory of Michigan to that of the Territory of AViseonsin
on the Fonrth of Jnly, 1836. At almost the same moment
a movement was born seeking to sej^arate this distriet from
Wisconsin Territory and to establish in it a territorial gov-
ernment of its own . . . in a region whicli had been opened
to white settlement only since June, 1S33, and which had
received its first eivil government iii 1834. Previous to the
Iowa District no other territory under the jurisdiction of
the federal government bad witnessed such a speedy transi-
tion from lands held by the roving Indian to lands filled with
thriving white settlements, nor had any territory clamored
so soon for a separate government. „
That there wonld be a division of Wisconsin Territory was
obvious from a mere inspection of the vast region organized
by Congress in 1836; it was apparent then that Wisconsin
Territory was not carved in its permanent form, but that it
wonld be divided into other territorial governments as occa-
sion arose. The question, therefore, was AVHEN, when did
an occasion arise that a new territory was needed ?
The arguments offered to support tlie demand for a separ-
ate territorial government west of the Mississi])pi were sev-
eral. The tides of immigration were sweeping into the Iowa
District even faster than into tbe older regions of Wisconsin,
and were giving to that western area the requisite population
to warrant a separate government ; the increase in popnlation
also emphasized the claim that Wisconsin Territory was too
large an expanse to be adequately governed from one semi-
isolated center ; furthermore, it was pointed out that the pro-
visions of the Northwest Ordinance provided that eventually
a state must be formed out of the Wisconsin Territory whose
western boundary was fixed as the Mississippi River, there-
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fore, western men asiced, why postpone the inevitable 1 Other
reasons supplemented these obvious ones. It was urged that
since the governor was also superintendent of Indian affairs,
the seat of government should be nearer to the recently dis-
possessed Indians whom the encroaching settlers had shoved
westward by the treaties at Prairie du Chien in the 1820's,
by those at Rock Island with the Winnebagos and the Sauks
and Foxes in 1832, and by the later treaties of 1836 and 1837
which pushed the western Indian boundary line still farther
towards the Missouri River. Another reason, little seen in
print, but which undoubtedly existed, was that as two terri-
tories they would receive a combined total of grants-in-aid
from the federal treasury greater than if the two governments
were but one—mail routes, road development projects, river
and harbor improvements, light houses, and land pre-emption
bills all demanded congressional approval and federal funds
before the respective regions could receive these benefits.
And, be it noted, territories in the nineteenth century had
a justified reputation for wheedling from the federal treasury
all the funds they possibly could. Another argument for di-
viding the large Wisconsin Territory was a refinement of the
one above, and, though an induced one, seems nevertheless
valid; while the interests of the two sections of Wisconsin
were similar in the many points common to all frontier set-
tlements, there, were nevertheless enough differences between
what each division thought was best for its respective district
to make it desirable for botli sections to divide. The eastern
region of "Wisconsin was almost exclusively interested in im-
proving the waterway connections with the east via the Great
Lakes, while the western sections, and this included the Iowa
District, although likewise interested in canals, roads, and
railroads connecting the IMississippi Avith the Lakes—a favor-
ite speculation—were even more interested in, improving the
transportation facilities of the Mississippi so as to profit hy
the markets on the lower reaches of that river and by the
profitable trade that came by the Ohio. With the exception
of Dubuque, whose lead mines gave it an identity of interest
with those of the miners at Galena and Mineral Point, Iowa's
early interests were already agricultural and to some extent
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commercial. Up to 1836 settlements in Wisconsin had been
stimulated largelj' by speculative interests, either in lead (the
southwestern part) or in land (the lake region), whereas
Iowa from the beginning drew principally the squatter farmer
and the homesteader. There were, therefore, pronounced dif-
ferences in immediate objectives between the farming and
commercial communities of the west and the speculative min-
ing and commercial centers in "AVisconsin proper." It is
conceivable that it occurred to the reflective minds of the
true Badgers that their own particular interests might be the
better advanced if they v/ere soon separated from this fast
growing giant on the west . . . otherwise their grants-in-aid
for territorial roads, canals, harbors, etc., would soon have
to be shared with the increasing and competitive demands of
that western region. This altruistic form of economy was
not especially desired. A further cause for interest in a di-
vision of the large Wisconsin Territory was the hope offered
to the politically ambitious of preferment and advancement
both by appointive and by elective office. This last incentive
for division became stronger, of course, as the certainty of
the event grew.
The amazing fact about the movement for an Iowa Territory
was its early inception and the immediate assumption, by all
parties that it would soon be formed. IMade a part of the
new Wisconsin Territory in July, the Iowa Disti'ict was talk-
ing in terms of separation and a territorial government of its
own by the late fall months of the same year. An expectation
of a speedy di\asion of Wisconsin Territory is seen in the
debates of the first session of the territorial legislature which
met in the fall months of 1836 in the jerry-built town of Bel-
mont, Wisconsin. This expectation is clearly seen in the
maneuvers and in the heated discussions that centered around
the controversial question of locating the capitol of the new
territory. Twenty-two years after that bitter wrangling ses-
sion, Ebenezer Childs wrote of those debates, "we (members
of the Council in Wisconsin proper) contended that members
representing the region west of the Mississippi, though they
had a legal right, yet they had no just right to vote on and de-
termine the permanent seat of government for Wisconsin Ter-
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ritory as they expected soon to be set off into a separate Ter-
ritory of their own. . . . " " The legislators from the Iowa side
of the river likewise held visions of a separate government in
the near future, in fact much of the strife and loss of tempers
occasioned by this debate was attributable to this expectation,
as is suggested in the observation of Lyman C. Draper, an
eminent Wisconsin historian: " I t is quite evident that the
Des Moines County Delegation in both houses favored the lo-
cation [of the eapitol] at some central and convenient point
between the Mississippi and Lake Michigan, anticipating the
early division of the Territory of Wisconsin, and the organi-
zation of the Territory of Iowa ; when they apparently hoped
to secure the location of the eapitol in their portion of Iowa
Territory. . . .'"
It was with such anticipatory hopes that Burlington, Belle-
vue, Dubuque, and Peru in the Iowa District entered the
contest to gain the eapitol of territorial Wisconsin for their
town.' Besides the glory and prestige it gave, the advantages
of having the seat of government in a given community were
tangible and material—per se it attracted additional settlers
to that town, it boomed the sale of land lots (and raised their
prices . . . important), increased the business of professional
men, particularlj- lawyers, and stimulated the general mer-
cantile and business life of the community. Naturally enough
the prize was eagerly sought by all the struggling towns—in
Iowa as well as in Wisconsin. In addition to its immediate
advantages, such a political triumph would give that Iowa
town a decided edge in the later contest for the location of the
eapitol of an Iowa territory. The long forethought of the
ambitious Iowa towns is, therefore, easily understood.
Early in the contest Dubuque was an avowed candidate,
and made an aggressive and a confident campaign for the
honor, but she lost after a prolonged acrimonious struggle to
James Doty's speculation at Madison and to her less obstinate
and more amenable neighbors at Burlington, who secured the
temporary site of the eapitol until the permanent buildings
^Wisconsin Historical Colleetions, IV, 188.
^lbid. VI, 396.
"Joseph Schäfer, The Wisconsin Lead Region' (Stale Historical Society of Wis.
cousin, Madison, 1932), p. 60.
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could be completed at Madison City. This struggle for the
location of Wisconsin's first capitol left strained and bitter
feelings in the wake of its settlement. Dubuque had enter-
tained such high hopes of securing the prize that she did not
readily forget the loss, especially was she embittered by the
momory that her defeat was in part attriijutable to the solid
vote of the Des Moines County delegation against her ambi-
tious claims. Together with other defeated to^vns, Dubuque
sought several times that winter to upset the decision taken,
but to no avail. For a long time thereafter reverbrations of
this sectional jealousy, particularly on the part of Dubuque,
could be heard rumbling in the controversies of the Iowa Dis-
trict ; I'eter Hill Engle of Dubuque was severely taken to task
by his local newspaper, tlie Ioiua News, for voting in the terri-
torial legislature to give the legislative printing to James
Clarke's better equipped Burlington Gazette; even in 1838
Dubuque still appeared to have nourished a vain hope that the
capitol of the Territory of Iowa would be located there ; and
in tJie same year Engle himself introduced a notice of this
coolness between the sections of the Iowa District into his con-
gressional campaign in Iowa's first election as a territory.'
Fortunately, this feeling never extended to the point where
one community was willing to place obstacles in the way of
establishing an Iowa territory rather than see the advantage
go to another section—although there was a definite reluct-
ance to see Ihe last hope of that advantage finally disappear.
It was indeed fortunate that co-operation prevailed, for it
Jias Ijeen said that the organization of the Territory of AVis-
consin was delayed f!or some time due to the sharp jealousies
between the lead mining Galena districts and fur trading,
land speculating Green Bay.' The problems, interests, and
aspirations in the Iowa District were sufficiently similar so
that in the final balance all could join together in urging
upon Congress the wisdom of dividing Wisconsin Territory.
In the last analysis, however, no matter how convincing the
logic, how great the need, how powerful the ambition, or how
*Iozva Nezvs, Febru.iry 3, 1938; letter of Judge A. M. Smith to Charles Mason,
dated at l*rairie du Chien. September 22, 183S, Mason Colleetion in the Historical,
Memorial and Art Dept. of Iowa.
sLouis Pelzer, Henry Dodge (Iowa City, 1911), p. 129.
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Strong the private motive, the creation of Iowa Territory de-
pended not on the will of the people affected, nor npon the
local legislature, as much as it depended upon the aetion of
Congress. Bnt the attention of Congress in 1836-1837 was
almost exclusively centered in heated and continuons debates
over the merits of national banks versus sub-treasuries and
over the propriety of pre-emption grants to squatters, in ad-
dition Congress was harried by the first rumbling threats of
the slavery controversy. The territorial wards of the federal
government, therefore, had first to gain the attention of Con-
gress to their demands, and then had to compete with these
nation-gripping questions for time for their consideration.
Tlie first effort to secure congressional action on a proposal
to create an Iowa Territory may have been stimulated by tlie
sentiments expressed in the AViseonsin legislature, or may
liave been a gesture by the astnte Delegate to Congress from
AVisconsin Territory, George AA^. Jones. Be that as it may,
in the very next session of Congress following that which had
created the Territory of AViseonsin the previous July, on De-
cember 19, 1836, Senator Lewis F. Linn of Missouri and
George AV. Jones introdueed identical resolutions in the Sen-
ate and tho House asking that the Committee on Judiciary
in the one and the Committee on Territories in the other be
instructed to enquire into the "expediency" of establishing
a separate territory of Iowa. That is as far as the movement
got in the 24th Congress, for after being accepted by both
houses, the resolutions were effectually buried in committee
for the remainder of the session. Naturally Congress needed
to be convinced of the need for a new territory when the area
now petitioning for a separate government had been included
in a territory established just six months before ! °
Before Congress assembled for its next regular session in
December, 1837, several events had taken place in the two
parts of AYisconsin Territory that stimulated a renewed ef-
fort to gain congressional action in creating a territory of Iowa.
The first of these actions was taken on the western side, in the
Iowa District itself. A special meeting of residents in Des
Moines County, to be held at Burlington, was called for Sep-
"Congressional Globe, 24th Session, V, 30, 33.
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teml3er 16, 1837, to consider the special problems of that dis-
trict. The first resolution ol'fered at this meeting is the one
that interests us at this time, for wliile there were resolutions
that complained of the persistent delays in the mail service
and tlie general inadequacy of that service for the growing
needs of the country, and while others supported the land
rights of the settlers and urged the quick settlement of the
Missouri boundary line dispute, the first resolution resolved :
That while wo have the utmost confidence in the ability, in-
tegrity, and patriotism of thoso who control tho destinies of our
present Ten-itorial Government, and of our delegate in the Con-
gress of the Uaitedstates, we do nevertheless look to a division
of tho Tevritorj-, and the organization of a separate Territorial
Government by Congress, west of tho Mississippi river, as tlie
only moans of immodiately and fully securing to tho citizens
thoroof, tho benefits and immunities of a government of laws.
Ha^'ing met pursuant to public notice, the County meeting
adjourned with a motion that a meeting of I'eprescntatives of
the entire western portion of Wisconsin Territory be held in
the same city on Novemljer 6, to take collective counsel upon
matters relating to the whole of Iowa District. All the eight
counties west of t¡:e river were invited to send three delegates
each, Dubuque County, not having been sub-divided yet, and
representing almost half of the area of the District, was to be
permitted to send six delegates.'
Just who initiated the first Des Moines County meeting at
Burlington can not be satisfactorily determined, but it is prob-
able tliat meu with the vision and the interests of James
Clarke, the young- and successful editor of the Burlington Ter-
ritorial Gazette, were largely responsible. Of the complicated
skein of interests that may have had a part in the calling of
such a meetijig, the case of James Clarke is illustrative—of the
advantages to be derived from the location of the cajjitol and
the "'reasons" that helped to promote the movement for a new
territory of Iowa. Having first established his newspaper, the
Bclmov.t Territorial Gazette, at Belmont, Wisconsin, whei-e the
first session of the AVisconsin legislature sat, Clarice followed
the eapitol westward to Burlington when the eapitol was locat-
ed there in 1837 and establislied the Burlington Territorial
''Iowa News, September 30, 1837.
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Gazette. If the territory was not soon to be divided, and if
Clarke would remain at the seat of government and receive his
share of the legislative printing, he was faced witli the pros-
pect of transporting his newspaper and presses to Madison
and commencing anew a third time. It may be that Clarke
had this in mind when he wrote to George W. Jones early in
August inquiring of the likelihood of any congressional action
on the Iowa territorial proposal in the coming session.
The news of the first Des Moines County meeting and the
subjects proposed for Territorial Convention in November did
not everywliere enjoy a cordial reception. Probably an
evidence of the lingering scars of the battle for the territorial
capitol in the legislature at Belmont, the Iowa News took firm
exception to the first resolution drafted at the September 16th
meeting : '
The importance whicli they [Dos Moines County] attach to
the question! of the division of the Territory, will prompt the
citizens of Des Moines to use all tho means within their power
for the accomplishment of that object, and as there are serious
doubts among our citizens as to the expediency of that measure,
an early meeting for the expression of their views, [Dubuque
County's], would seem to be demanded; that so far as the
views of the people of this county accord with theirs, they may
aid in the accomplishment of the objects, to which their atten-
tion is called, and to prevent the adoption of any measure not
clearly established for the public good.
By this threat to the "public good" the editors clearly had in
mind the division of the territory, as is apparent in the next
paragraph of the editorial :
The several other subjects mentioned in their proceedings, and
by which they call on the people of this county for their co-oper-
ation in order to succeed, should not be neglected. We would
suggest to our citizens the propriety of consulting each other,
and appointing a day for a county meeting, and giving a gen-
eral expression of their views.
The cool reception accorded the proposition to establish a
new territorial government for the western district may have
been due in part to Dubuque's pride and ambition which still
hoped for territorial honors,, and a suspicion that these hopes
might be lost in the success of the present effort. And it may
»Ibid.
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be that she may have had valid grounds for this hostile critic-
ism. The original meeting at Burlington, and the proposal for
a Territorial Convention in November, had come from that
section of the Iowa district which had won the eapitol location
fight, which therefore already had that distinct advantage,
and consequently could not be expected to place that in jeop-
ardy in any proposal originating from them. Furthermore,
added grounds for apprehension in a reading of the resolu-
tions of the September meeting might have been found in the
fifth resolution ado])ted by that assembly. By this resolution
Dubuque County was allowed to send six delegates to the
November meeting, double that of any other county; but even
so Dubnque would be at a serious voting disadvantage in any
contest with the southern portion of the territory with whom
they had been at such bitter odds a scant nine months before.
For these reasons or others, the loiva News continued its op-
position to the creation of a separate territory for the Iowa Dis-
trict in its columns for October 7. In calling the attention ol:
its readers to a notice of a "public meeting of the Citizens of
this county, on the 13th inst," it gave as its opinion that "per-
haps ai majority of the citizens oE this seetion of the county
are opposed to a separation of Iowa from that part of AVis-
consin on the East side of the Mississippi considering the
measure premature and uncalled for at the present time."
The paper's opposition was not an intransigent one, how-
ever, for it could write, "AVe would recommend an expression
ol; public sentiment on this subject, and hope that the county
of Dubuque will be well represented at the proposed Conven-'
tion whatever may be its results. ' '
This was the last public utterance of the Ioiva Nexvs in op-
postion to this one of the major subjects to be considered by
the November Convention. Perhaps this abatement was in
]xirt due to the information contained in a letter addressed to
the editors by W. W. Chapman, printed in the columns of
October 14 ; Chapman was the United States District Attornej'
for Wisconsin Territory and had been a member of the Burl-
ington meeting; on September 16. In his letter, referring to
the matter of representation of the various counties at the
November Convention, Chapman states that the fifth résolu-
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tion of the September meeting as published was adopted by
mistake through an error, unintentional but irredeemable. He
asserted that he had offered to the drafting eommittee a sub-
stitute resolution for the one printed, which was adopted, pro-
viding that since it was generally believed the original Dubu-
que County would be divided into several smaller counties
at the eoming legislature, and since everyone knew approxi-
mately what those divisions would be, that the present Dubu-
que County be allowed as many representati^'es as if it had
already been divided into these counties. This would estab-
lish Dubuque on a parity of representation with the southern
half of Iowa Distriet, which had already been divided. But,
Cha]:)man wrote, tlirough some inadvertent mistake, the orig-
inal resolution, and not tlie one agreed to in tlie eommittee,
was presented to the final meeting. Confident that his resolu-
tion would have been adopted if presented, Chapman urged
Dubuque County to proceed as if the Des Moines County
meeting had so acted. His advice was apparently accepted by
the residents of Dubuque, for at the to^vn meeting held there
on October 33, ten representatives were appointed, and an-
other resolution was adopted that the balance of the twenty-
one delegates decided upon be selected by other communities in
tlie old county at special meetings, (indicating that seven
counties were expected to be carved out of tlie old one).
The other communities, however, apparently failed to aet, for
on November 6, Dubuc|ue County was represented at Burl-
ington by but ten men.
Of the eight counties then organized west of the Mississippi
Eiver, seven were represented by delegates at the Novemljer
Convention, elected or appointed at various meetings lield in
the respective counties aecorcling to the suggestion of the first
Des Moines Couiit.y meeting. Des Moines County held her
pre-eonvention meeting on Thursday, October 12." The town
of Dubuque held their meeting on the following day, October
13, at which it was
Unsolved, That iu tho opinion of this meeting, tho iniportaticp
of our Territory on the score of population, commercial enter-
'lotva Journal of History and Polities, IX, 385-407. This gives the proceedings
of the various county and territorial meetings that grew out of the meeting at
Burlington, September 16, as found in the territorial papers of that period.
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prise, and of immense agricultural and mineral resources, de-
mand that we should be organized at once as a separate Terri-
tory.
Louisa County likewise endorsed the demand for a separate
territory for the Iowa District at a public meeting held at
AVai)ello on Saturday, October 21. Among numerous resolu-
tions touching upon all phases of pioneer settlers' interests,
it was
Besolved, That we deem it highly essential to the interest and
convenience of our Territory that a division of the same take
place, and that in our opinion, the Mississippi suggests a very
natural and proper line of separation.
A public meeting of the citizens of Henry Connty held at
Mount Pleasant on October 23 also endorsed the proceedings
of the Burlington meeting of September 16. And presumably
the three other conntics held similar meetings at whieh the
aggenda of the November convention was accepted and ap-
proved.
The Convention duly assembled on November 6, with all
eight counties but Cook represented. A three day session
was held at which three vigorous memorials were drafted and
prepared, for presentatioii to Congress on the subjects of pre-
emption land grants to settlers, settlement of the IMissouri
boundary line dispute, and a division of Wisconsin Territory.
In the able memorial prepared by David Rorer, the memorial-
ists complained that "perhaps no Territory of the United
States has been so much neglected by the parent government,
so illy protected in the political and individual rights of her
citizens" as had the western (Iowa) district of AVisconsin
Territory. Pointing out the need for an enlarged judiciary,
for military protection for the '"immense extent of country
included within the present boundaries of the Territory," for
more and better supervision of local administration, the peti-
tioners did not fail to call the attention of Congress to the
dailj' increase in population due to the long line of emigrant
trains that poured into the Iowa District, and to the meagre
populations that had sufficed for other territories to receive a
separate territorial government. This petition together with
the other was forwarded to Congress and was presented to that
body by Delegate Jones on December 14, 1837.
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Wliether Chapman's explanation had removed their oh-
jections, or whether it was deemed politic to be silent in their
opposition since the town meeting had endorsed the proposed
division of the territory, or whether it reflected the ahsorp-
tion of the settlers of pioneer Iowa in the subjeet, in their
notice of the Territorial Convention iu the issue of November
30, the editors of the Iowa Neivs devoted the whole of their
comment to the importance of the memorial relating to land
grants and pre-emption rights of settlers, urging upon the
readers the advisability of forwarding petitions to Congress
upon that subject . . . but not a word about a division of the
territory.
On October 19, three weeks prior to the scheduled terri-
torial convention at Burlington, a meeting was held at Mil-
waukee by the residents of that town to petition Congress
for river and harbor improvements. One of the leaders of
that meeting, Hans Crocker, writing to Jones the same day
as the meeting was to be held, and informing him of the meet-
ing, said ' ' We will also express our opinions in relation to the
division of the Territory. Upon the latter subject there will
be no difference of opinion." That this was a favorable
opinion is indicated by his further words : " I look upon the
division of the' Territory next in importance to our being
admitted as a state into the Union. As such a measure will
scatter a few crumhs among the office seekers at Washington,
I do not think much opposition will he made to it on account
of the impoverished state of the treasury." '"
Another significant action urging the division of the Wis-
consin Territory was the memorial resolution adopted by the
territorial legislature of Wisconsin itself." Since the majority
of delegates in hoth houses of the legislature were from ' ' Wis-
consin proper, ' ' added weight was given to the step they took.
Obviously inspired by the Territorial Convention which had
»»Letter of Hans Crocker to George W. Jones. Oct. 19, 1837, in the George IV.
Jones Correspondenee in the Historical, Memorial and Art Dept. of Iowa.
^^Journal of the Hotise of Representatives of the First Legislative Assembly of
Wiseonsin, 1836-38, pp. 44, 66, 115; Journal of the Council of the First Legislative
Assembly of Wisconsin, p. 38; Subsequent sessions following the first session were
complicated by the fact that the original representation from the counties on both
sides' of the river was retained, even though new ones had been created since the
first apportionment; increased population made it further in arrears of the actual
situation
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assembled at Burlington the same date the legislature con-
vened, although not a member of that convention, David R.
Chance of Des Moines County offered a resolution in the
House of Representatives on November 14, asking that a select
committee be appointed "to memorialize Congress on the
subject of the division of the Territory of AVisconsin."
Chance, McGregor of Des Moines County, Parkinson of Iowa
County, Sheldon of Milwaukee County, and Childs of Brown
County were appointed on the committee. On the 17th of No-
vember, on behalf of the eommittee. Chance submitted the
following draft of a memorial which was quickly adopted :
The memorial of the Legislative Assembly of the territory
of Wisconsin, respectfully represents — That owing to the
great extent of country embraced in the limits of Wisconsin
territory, and that vast extent of territory being separated by
a natural division, the Mississippi river, rendering the appli-
cation of the same laws oppressive or unequal to one section
or the other. The true policy of the two sections of the ter-
ritory being as widely different as their location, and the im-
practicability of the officers of the general government to
administer the laws, render it highly important in the opinion
of your memorialists that that portion of the territory lying
west of the Mississippi river, be formed into a separate ter-
ritorial government.
The territory of AVisconsin now contains fifty thousand
inhabitants, one half of which, at least, reside on the west
side of the Mississippi river.
AVithout any intention of censuring the official conduct of
the officers in whose hands the administration of our infant
territory has been intrusted, but having the fullest eonfi-
dence in the patriotism, wisdom, and desire to render that
service for which their talents and experienee so eminently
qualify them, your memorialists would respeetfully repre-
sent, that the western portion of AViseonsin, with the popula-
tion of twenty-five thousand souls, reaps but a small portion
of the benefits and advantages of the fostering eare and pro-
tection of the mother government.
Your memorialists would further represent, that the popu-
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lation of Wisconsin is increasing with a rapidity unparalleled
in the history of the settlement of our country. That by a
division of the territory and the formation of a separate ter-
ritorial government west of the Mississippi river, your hon-
ourable body would greatly advance the political and individ-
ual interests of her citizens.
Deeply impressed with the correctness of these views, your
memorialists would respectfully call your attention to a few
facts.
The territory of Indiana was formed into a territory in
the year 1800, with a population of only five or six thousand.
The territory of Illinois in 1809, with a population of about
ten thousand. The territory of Michigan in 1805, with- a
population of only al;)out two or three thousand. The territory
of Arkansas had a population of about fourteen thousand
when she was formed into a separate territory. That portion
of Wisconsin Territory lying west of the Mississippi, and
whieh your memorialists pray may be formed into a separate
territorial government, contains nearly double the population
of Arkansas, nearly three times the T>opulation of Illinois, five
times the population of Indiana, and more than ten times the
population of Slichigan, when they were formed into-separate
territorial governments.
Your memorialists repose entire confidence in the wisdom
and patriotism of the Congress of the United States. There-
fore your memorialists pray your honourable body to organize
that portion of Wisconsin, lying west of the Mississi])pi into
a separate Territorial CTO '^ernment.
On the 23rd of November the resolution was received by the
Council and promptly passed. Governor Dodge affixed his
signature to the memorial on the 29th of the month; it was
then forwarded to George W. Jones at Washington, and like-
wise was presented by him on the 14th of December.
In still another quarter was support for a new territory of
Iowa found. Bushneil B. Cary, an editor of Racine, Wis-
consin, wrote to Jones on the 29th of November, "We are
circulating petitions for a division of the Territory and all
sign and I believe we had best make an effort to become a
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state as soon as possible. . . . " It will be well to note that both
Milwaukee and Racine were on Lake Michigan, and were pri-
marily interested in harbor improvements and establishing
themselves as market depots for shipments to and from the
east. There were undoubtedly other meetings in addition to
these noticed here that favored a new territory for the ' ' "Wes-
tern district of Wisconsin.""
When Congress began its 25th session on tlie fourth of De-
cember, a considerable ground swell of articulate sentiment
for an Iowa Territory liad developed in consequence to the
actions taken in the western territory. Congress, Iiowever,
quickly became embroiled in the controversial heritages of
Jacksonian rule, the same whicli had engaged its attention
in the previous session: financial and fiscal problems and
land questions were still far from a satisfactory solution. Jt
was in this melee of argument that the supporters of the Iowa
Territory project sought a second time to get congressional
action on their proposal.
On the 14th of December Delegate Jones offered a liost of
petitions from his constituents, among which were the me-
Jiiorials from the Territorial Convention at Burlington on
November 6, and the Wisconsin teri-itorial legislature, dated
November 29. On the same day Jones also asked that cei'tain
resolutions and petitions filed witli the committees in the pre-
vious Congress be carried over into the files of the current
session. Whether by this means Jones renewed his resolution
of a year previous, asking for an enquiry into the expediency
of establishing a new territory of Iowa, or whether he offered
a separate resolution from the floor is uncertain." However
it was, on tlie 14th of Decemljer such a resolution was filed
with the Committee on Territories in tlie House, the same
committee which had served as a morgue to their hopes the
previous j'ear. Altliough there is no indication that the same
^^Letter to George W. Jones, Jones Correspondenee.
"See the Congressional Globe for December 14, 1837, pp. 25-29. The Clerk of
the House of Représentatives, South Trimble, writes under Washington date of
June 29, 1938: " . . . a careful search of the House Journal, which is the official
record of the proceedings of the House of Representatives, fails to reveal any action
on a motion or resolution of the Fourteenth of December, 1837, relative to an
inquiry into the expediency of establishing a separate Territorial Government for
Iowa."
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resolution was offered or renewed in the Senate, the probabili-
ties are that it was.
Back in the territory, after the activities centering around
the Territorial Convention had subsided, both the press and
the settlers were strangely silent as to the necessity, or their
hopes, for a new and separate government for the Iowa Dis-
trict. Perhaps they despaired of securing the attention of
Congress or of gaining a favorable action. On February 17,
the Burlington Gazette in commenting npon another meeting
of the harbor improvement enthusiasts at Milwaukee in Jan-
nary, at which a division of AVisconsin Territory was again
urged, pessimistically obsei'ved: "The division of the terri-
tory is a consummation devoutly to be wished for, but we fear,
from present indications, that there is little hope of it soon
. . . Everybody on both sides seems to be in favor of it. There
are a thousand arguments in its favor, and not a sound one,
considering the whole ground, against it. . . . " But even com-
ments such as these were rare. A reading of tlie newspapers
of that period indicates that the major interest of the settlers
of the Iowa District was in the fate of the various land dis-
posal schemes before Congress, and that on the whole they
were indifferent to an "imperative" need of a separate gov-
ernment.
What a surprise it must have given those western settlers
to learn that on the 6th of February, 1838, Isaac Bronson of
New York, Cbairman of the Committee on Territories, had
filed the committee's report on the resolution of December
14, recommending a bill, H. R. 527, for the establishment of
the Territory of Iowa. The report was not made without a
struggle, as it had been stoutly opposed in the nine-member
committee by "four opposition members," three AVhigs and
a North Carolina Democrat." In view of this stiff committee
fight, the unreserved recommendation of the proposal for a
Territory of Iowa is noteworthy as reflecting the general
strength of the measure in the House. The complete report
of the committee is as follows : "
"Letter of Nathaniel Jones to Charles Mason, dated Washington, March 4, 1838,
in the Mason Collection.
^^Congressional Globe, VI, 161 ; Reports of Committees,. 25th Session, 2nd Ses-
sion, Vol. II, Report No. 535.
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The Committco on the Territories, who, by resolution of the
lath of December last, were insti-ucted " t o inquire into the ex-
pediency of establishing a separate Territorial Government for
that section of the prosent Territory of Wiseonsin wliich lies
west of the Mississippi river and north of the State of Mis-
souri," and to whom wero referred sundry memorials and peti-
tions on that subject, respectfullj'' report:
That they have liad the said subject under consideration ;
and that, from tlie memorials of the Legislative Assembly
and the Territorial convention, and from the petitions of
sundry citizens as well as from the representations of the
delegate from tliat Territory, and others from other sources,
they have become satisfied that the present Territor.y of "Wis-
consin is altogether too large and unwieldy for the perfect
and prompt administration of the civil government thereof;
tliat there are now about 50,000 inhabitants in that Territorj^,
and that somewhat more than half of them reside on the west
side of the Mississippi river ; tliat the population of said Ter-',
ritory, and particularly on the west side of the river, is very
rapidly increasing, more ra])idly perhaps than any other part
of the valley of the Mississippi and that, for the rapid develop-
ment of tlie resources of the country, as well as to afford all
reasonable advantages of a civil goveniment and prompt ad-
ministration of the laws to those persons living on the west
of the Mississippi river, it seems to your committee that a
separate Territorial Government should be established, to
com])rise that part of Wiseonsin now lying west of the river.
Your committee are satisfied that the judges of tlie Territory,
as it now is, and also the Governor, district attorney, and
marshal, are entirely unable to perform their respective duties
in all parts of the Territory ; and that the administi'ation of
justice, both civil and criminal, is seriously retarded, and,
in many instances, rendered impracticable, from tlie causes
above mentioned. The country is settled in detached portions,
or squads, with large intervening tracts of uncultivated and
unsettled lands ; tliat, consequently, the means of communi-
cation are not easy or frequent that many of the settlements
are very far removed from the present seat of Government,
and are entirely unable to hold frequent and direct communi-
cation with that place, which, for the present, is fixed at Bur-
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lington, on the Mississippi, but by law of last session, is to be
removed to the vicinity of the Four Lakes, near the centre
of eastern AViseonsin, as soon as the public buildings, now in
a course of erection at that place, are completed. And when
that event does take place, your committee imagine that the
necessity of a separate Territorial Government west of the
river wiU be much increased, and that the just claims of the
citizens of tliat region of country to the protection ol: the
Government, the advantages of civil government, and the
prompt administration of the laws, cannot be satisfied in any
other way than by the creation of a separate Territorial Gov-
ernment. Your committee have not, in the consideration of
this subject, been unmindful of the fact that, by the ordi-
nance of July 13, 1787, so much of the present Territory of
AViseonsin as lies east of the Mississippi river must necessarily
form one State, whenever the population of that portion of it
is sufficient to entitle the inhabitants thereof to a separate
State Government, (which time they believe is not far dis-
tant,) and that in adopting the Mississippi as a boundaiy
between the two Territories they adopt not only a neutral
boundary, but one which must necessarily exist by the ordi-
nance aforesaid, between any future State to be formed out
of said Territory and the remainder thereof.
For these reasons, as well as others which might be given,
your eommittee have come to the conclusion that it is expedi-
ent to establish a separate Territorial Government over so
much of the present Territory of AViseonsin as lies west of
the Missisippi river, and for that purpose they beg leave to
introduce a bill.
Such friendly action by the Committee was indeed notable
progress over the fate the resolution had met in the previous
session. The problem was now to bring the measure to the
floor of the House and to secure favorable action upon the
bill itself. Prospects for this were at first encouraging.
Then came the ugly incident of the 24th of February.
Jonathan Cilley, a member of Congress from Maine, was
killed in a duel with John Graves of Kentucky, also a member
of the House. In this affair George AY. Jones had the mis-
fortune to act as a second to Cilley. Although diaels were not
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uncommon, the official positions held by the two principles
and the unusual circumstances surrounding this affair of
honor shocked the nation. A violent storm of abuse was di-
rected at the participants in this duel by the press and the
citizens of thq country, particularly of the North. The vol-
ume of the petitions that shortly deluged Congress made
those that had been presented on the slavery c(uestion and
on the annexation of Texas seem scattered and few in com-
l^arison; for their day, the number of the petitions compared
with the avalanche of communications that buried Congres.s
when the World Court proposal was being considered in 1935,
or the reorganization measure of recent memory. In the Sen-
ate a bill was introduced to make death the penalty for all
those apprehended as engaging in a duel in the District of
Columbia . . . another was more merciful and asked but a long
jail sentence," as the worried northern legislators tried to
pacify the Avrath of' the indignant citizens, who, with some
justice, considered Cilley's death plainly murder when they
learned that after tlie first fire had passed harmlessly, a sec-
ond had l.ieen exchanged with equally bloodless results, and
that following this a third balL had been demanded, at which
the member from Maine fell mortally wounded.
This turn of events which brought a special investigation
by the House, and a daily flood of hostile petitions upon both
bodies, presented Jones with a dangerous threat to both his
political ambitions and to his Iowa territorial bill. Although
in an embarrassing positioji, and concerned over the effect of
the duel upon his career, Jones did not des]Dond, he had been
in several duels before, and his natural bouyancy of nature
did not permit him to brood for long. Moreover, the western
distriets tended to minimize his share in the duel and to
fix their surprised attention upon the news of Bronson's re-
port. Jones hoped, therefore, to recoup whatever loss he may
have sustained with his western constituents by securing the
passage of the Iowa territory bill, and perhaps becoming their
first governor. The whole territory had immediately taken
heart upon the news of the committee report on February 6 ;
"Congressional Globe, VI, 292 ff.; Albany Jeffersoniati, April 7. 1838.
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an air of expectant optimism is notieable throughout all the
press of that period, in so far as opinions were expressed.
But it is a strange wind that blows no ill, the attendent
publieity focused on Iowa and Wisconsin as a result of Bron-
son's report and the accounts of other travellers M4IO had
visited the western district did not meet with the full appro-
val of certain other states in the west, who stood to lose by the
westward movement of the emigrants whieh left them behind,
thus lowering their land values among other things. As early
as March, 1838, both the Iowa Netvs and the Burlington Ga-
zette comment upon the surly ill nature of the remarks re-
flecting upon the Iowa District which had appeared in the
presses on the eastern shores of the Mississippi, especially in
Illinois. The Burlington Gazette on March 24, took notice
of these comments when it wrote :
Cry Down Wisconsin—represent it as a den of thieves and
robbers, and then it is probable that some credulous emigrant
some "timid fawn" may take the alai-m and settle himself in
some one of the 1000 and 1 houseless cities upon, the opposite
side of the river,—and this is the real and trae cause of the
hypocritical lamentations for our deplorable condition—our law-
less condition—our savage condition.
Apparently the barbs of the Illinois brethren of the quill hurt,
for the Burlington Gazette in the same issue complained at
greater length of this disparaging treatment of the Iowa
District :
In the attacks upon the character of Wisconsin, recently be-
coming so vei-y common, there is more meant than meets the
eye. There is a spirit of jealousy and envy at the bottom of it
—having its foundation in the superior advantages which the
Territory holds out to the immigrant over that of some other
sections of country not a 000 miles off; and its extraordinaiy
advancement in all the elements of real greatness. This illiberal
spirit and feeling is still partial, but there are efforts making
by the speculating owners and pi'oprietors of mushroom and
X a^per cities and towns on both sides of the river, and especially
on the sucker side, to make it general, and for that purpose the
aid of the Press has been called in. If a rogue escapes from
their own soils and pollutes ours with the commission of a
crime, or if the most trifling fracas occurs in our widely ex-
tended territory, no matter how caused or provoked, or what
the circumstance, the affair with all tlie deceitful trappings
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of mock morality, and pretended regard for public order, law,
morality, &c. is heralded forth in the most plaintive "laments,"
for onr sad condition. We are then represented, not, indeed,
in words, but by "lamentable hints and abominable innuen-
does" as being without the pale of civilization—without any
of the restraints of civil society. . . . Patriots and philanthro-
pists, (for such ye doubtless are,) attend to your own business,
and never mind onrs. It will well become ye so to do. If ye
have any tears to shed reserve them for home consumption.
Talk not to us about mobs, and riots, and murders, until at
least the groans of your victims have died upon, your ears.
Rev. Elijah Lovejoy was killed by an anti-abolitionist mob
at Alton, Illinois, November 7, 1S37. (See Iowa Neivs for
comment, November 15, 1837).
In the meantime the cause of the territory of Iowa was be-
ing advanced in Congress in the Senate. On March 14, Tho-
mas Morris of Ohio, Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee, introduced "'S. 269," a bill to create a separate Ter-
ritory of Iowa, identical to H. E. 527, which was referred to
the judiciary committee (there was no Committee on Terri-
tories in the Senate). AVorking at surprising speed, the com-
mittee reported the bill back to the Senate on March 20 with
but one amendment, which altered the length of tenure of the
judges on the proposed territorial supreme court. This action
in the Senate may have been but the natural result of an en-
lightened appreciation of the need for a new territory beyond
the Mississippi felt by Morris and his committee, but one sus-
pects the presence of the fine hand of a skilled parliamentary
strategist in the timing and the quick committee action. With
the House bogged down in debates over John Quincy Adams'
dogged persistence in presenting anti-slavery petitions and
with the threat of a highly controversial report from the
duel committee hanging over the House, the initiative in the
Iowa bill appeared to be forced on the Senate—if the meas-
ure was to be acted upon that session. A favorable action
in the Senate would tend to force a consideration of the bill
in the House, which was all that was deemed necessary for
its successful passage."'
This senatorial action injected new optimism in the Iowa
'''Congressional Globe, YI, 239, 247.
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District's expectations of a new territory. A letter from
Washington appeared in the Burlington Gazette on the 31st of
March, stating that "there is a very good prospect of having
Wisconsin divided. I have been talking to many of the mem-
bers on the subject, and have not yet lieard the first objection
to it. The "Wiseonsin Senator," as he is here termed. Dr.
Linn [Senator from Missouri], is using every exertion to liave
it carried through and tliinks there is no doubt of its passage
. . . so does our Delegate. . . . '•' Another letter published in
the Iowa Patriot, dated from Washington, Mareh 29, 1838,
stated that "the division of Wisconsin and the organization
of the Territorj' of Iowa is now eonsidered certain . .•. Publie
attention begins to be drawn to your section of the country."
Despite the seemingly favoraljle signs seen by tlie Washing-
ton obser '^ers, the loiua Patriot on April 1, interposes an un-
easy if when it notes that it had been taken in by the exag-
gerated rumor, based on the report of the Senate eommittee,
that the Iowa lull had become a law, and comments that "if
. . . Congress has any regard to the puljlic sentiment existing
on both sides of the Mississip]ñ in reference to this subject,
we confidently anticipate, tliat the division will take place
during the present session."
The suggestion that personal ambitions and local pride and
private profit seeking had considerable to do with the agita-
tion for a new territor.y of Iowa receives partial support in
the cool editorial eomment of the lotva Neivs on April 14, •
1838, when it calmly writes: "Although remaining a compon-
ent part of Wisconsin Territory does not neeessarily impose
upon us any great evil, yet as the two distriets must neces-
sarily be divided, and our ]:)opulation is sufficiently strong
to justify the division, the sooner it ig made the better."
That in brief was the whole argument for a new Iowa Terri-
tory in 1838. Although irritations and annoyances may hare
been felt in the Iowa District from being yoked to Wisconsin
Territorjr, there was no wide spread resentment among tlie
residents on one side towards tliose on the other side of the
river. Some papers tried to suggest the presence of a deep
seated animosity, but this was largely the fiction of eastern
papers, or of writers who had a personal motive ins]3Íring a
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prejudiced pen. In fact, some of the articles appearing in
the eastern papers, the AVashington Glohe," for instance, if not
a gai'bled misunderstanding of the bitter ill feelings created
in the capitol fight in 1836, may have been "inspired" to
stimulate attention to the yn e^ssing need of a new territory
west of the Mississippi and to tho bill pending in Congress.
AVhile it is true that Dubuque did not soon forget the lack of
support rendered her by the southern delegation in the first
AViseonsin legislature, the Ioiva Neiu.s and the other territorial
papers were free from attacks upon the eastern portion of
the territory, except where the personal feuds of the editors
found room for personalities in attacks upon their fellow
craftsmen.
AVith the Iowa measure marking time in Congress following
the Senate report on March 20, the certaintj" of a divisiQn of
the immense Territory of AViseonsin continued to grow in the
Iowa District. This optimism is reflected in the increased
political activity that developed. A resolution endoi-sing
George AV. Jones as governor of the new Iowa Territorj^ was
signed by 59 residents of Davenport in Älarch, 1838. On
April 20, a mass meeting at Dubuque nominated Jones to the
same position and likewise forwarded their memorial to Presi-
dent A^ an Buren. The line of political advantage and the
technique of gaining favorable publicity to such candidacies
is revealed in the letter John Plumbe Jr., secretary of the
Dubuque meeting, wrote to Jones, counselling that the me-
morial be inserted in the AVashington Globe and in other
papers in the national capitol. Prospects of a division of
the lerritory appeared so favorable that on Maj^  9, the Toiua
Patriot, edited by the redoubtable James G. Edwards, urged
the immediate likelihood of an Iowa Territory as one of the
reasons why the shei-iffs should speed their census count in
the Iowa District in preparation for the special reapportion-
jnent session of the territorial leifislature which was to meet
in June. The arguments for a new territory could well be
buttressed by the latest count of the population, which was
confidently expected to be large.'"
"Iowa News. June 16,'1838.
^^Jones Correspondenee; Iowa Nezvs, April 21, 1338.
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favorably disposed towards the establishment of an Iowa Ter-
ritory. Success depended, therefore, npon gaining the time
of Congress for a consideration of the measure. On May 11,
1838, Isaac Bronson moved that the 22nd and the 23rd days
of May be set aside for a consideration of bills relating to ter-
ritories. Cambreleng, Chairman of the Finance Committee,
expressed reluctance to have the calendar of the House tied
up in advance when it was uncertain how much time the
pressing public measures would require in debate. Bronson
quickly accepted a proposal that the dates be shifted to the
following week, the 29th and 30th of May, but the motion, sig-
nificantl}^ enough, was defeated even as amended. A week
later, on May 17, even though the Chairman of the Committee
on Territories had failed, George W. Jones attempted to force
the House to set aside time for territorial bills by his own
strength. His motion that the 5th and 6th of June be set aside
was accepted by the House without a murmur. But this
favor, one may be sure, wonld be qniekly sacrificed if the
pressure of business became too great. The best strategy
again seemed to be to force the House to keep its word. TJius
with Cambreleng impatient to begin the diseussion of the
public finance bills, good strategy dictated that the Senate
take the first action if possible, this would be easier for that
body to do, since it had not been so long delayed I^ y side-issue
debates as had the House, consequently it would be easier to
find time on the calendar.^'
On the first of June the Iowa bill was called up for con-
sideration in the Senate. The debate was comparatively brief,
the main arguments advanced for a creation of a new territory
were those of the unwieldly administrative size of AVisconsin
Territory and the increasing ]io])ulation of the western dis-
trict. The only real debate centered around the committee
amendment proposing to make the term of the jndges four
years instead of for life or good behavior. AVebster, Grundy,
Morris,, and Sevier successfully supported the restriction on
the grounds that the constitutional provision for life or good
behavior in the appointment of federal judges applied only
to the states, in a political and a geographical sense. Critten-
'^Congressional Globe, VI, 362, 380.
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don of Tennessee succeeded in having the terms of the legisla-
tors reduced in the Council (upper body of the legislature)
from four to two years, and in the House from two to one.
Neither of these amendments could have been objeeted to by
residents of Wisconsin or of Iowa. This restriction of the
judicial tenure may even ha.ve been at the suggestion of lead-
ers on both sides of the Mississippi. They had before them
the example of Judge Frazier of the AVisconsin Supreme
Court, who with his other two colleagues held his position dur-
ing ' ' good beliavior. ' ' Frazier was not only frequently drunk,
but was bitterly disliked by the leading lawyers who prac-
ticed in the courts over which he presided, moreover, he was
generally unpopular for his liabit of scuttling off to his home
in Pennsylvania as soon as his court sessions were over. On
the second point, ambitious young attorneys welcomed the
short term in the legislature because it gave more of them a
better opportunity of making a start in their political careers.
All told there was little opposition to "Senate 269," it went
to its third reading without a struggle, and on the final pas-
sage of the bill, on the motion "Resolved. That the said bills
pass, and that their respective titles be as aforesaid," no roll
call vote was ordered, and the bill went to the House for the
latter's concurrence therein."
The bill encountered stiffer opposition in the House." Sen-
ate 269 was reported back to the House without amendment
by the Committee on Territories, to which it was referred, on
June 5. Since this was the date set aside for the considera-
tion of territorial matters, Bronson moved that the House
go into a Committee of the Whole for a consideration of the
orders of the day, John Sergeant of Pennsylvania was in the
Chair. (A committee of the whole is actually the whole mem-
bership of the legislative house sitting unofficially, whatever
action it takes is as a committee and not as the official action
of that particular body of the legislature. The "committee"
later "rises" and sits in its official capacity, when it must
then accept or reject the action it took as a committee. This
is a useful method of proceeding with controversial matters
"/bid., VI, 424; Niles National Register, June 9, 1838, Vol. 54; Journal of the
Senate, (U. S.) Vol. 29, June 1, 1838, p. 441.
"Congressional Globe, VI, 428-29, 431-32.
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or with long detailed bills, like appropriation bills, for in-
stance. ) Of the nine bills to be taken up in the Committee of
the AVhole, the Iowa bill was numbered six. A frontal at-
tack was immediately begun by Mason of Ohio, who, skeptical
of establishing a government of law for a people who had
"squatted" on public lands contrary to the law, moved to
strike from the bill all after the "Be it enacted" clause.
This amendment if accepted would, of course, have killed the
bill. Though not as serious a one, another unfriendly gesture
was made at this time, when a motion was offered to lay the
whole bill over: since it was going to provoke long debate it
would delay a consideration of the other -territorial measures.
If laid over the bill could be called up for consideration again
at a later time, but it would lose its priority of position on the
docket of the House. This motion was defeated. AVith Ma-
son's motion still pending the real opposition to the measure
was frankly unmasked by AA^ 'addy Thompson Jr. of South
Carolina. He asserted that he would "never consent to the
coming in of these Territories or States into the Union, when
the fanatical spirit of the North, was pouring into the House
memorials against the annexation of Texas, simply because
it was cursed with the peculiar institution of the South. ' ' It
was immediately pointed out to the representative from John
Calhoun's state that tine Northwest Ordinance imposed an
obligation upon the federal government to create territories
and, later, states when certain conditions had been fulfilled,
and further, it was made clear that the proposed territory was
now a part of the United States, whereas Texas definitely was
not. Thompson clarified his opposition by saying that he
wished to settle the admission of new states into the Union
now, rather than waiting until 100,000 people in the territories
knocked at the door of Congress for admission; the balanee
of power, he maintained, must be preserved between the North
and the South. Such remarks, though out of order, were re-
vealing. Mason's motion was then defeated without a divi-
sion vote. The committee did accept, however, an amend-
ment cutting the salary of the Superintendent of Indian Af-
fairs (who was also the governor) from $1500 to $1000.
AVlien the Committee of the AVhole arose and the House sat
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again in its official capacity with the Speaker in the Chair,
the report of the committee was accepted unanimously by the
House on all bills considered by it in committee with the ex-
ception of "No. Ô"—the Iowa bill. The committee amend-
ment as reported was adopted, however, on a separate vote.
The bill nevertheless, had not yet escaped the threat of a still-
born death, for the persistent and honest Waddy Thompson
moved to lay the committee's report on the table, thus killing
the bill, since a two thirds vote would be required to take it off
the table. On the yeas and nays being taken this attack was
beaten off and the House adjourned to resume consideration
of territorial measures the following daj-, June 6.
Echoing the distressed condition of the federal treasury and
the country as a M h^ole, the debate commenced on the sixth
with a clash over the g'overnor's salary (his salary as Superin-
tendent of Indian Affairs had been cut $500 the day before).
Among others who deplored this parsimonious economj' in
paring the remuneration of a, man who would govern a ter-
ritor.y larger than the combined area of many of the states in
the older east was John Q. Adams. But William Bond of
Ohio, Mercer of Virginia, and Harlan of Kentucky found
support among friends of tlie bill ; in order to hasten the final
consideration of the bill George W. Jones agreed to the amend-
ment, and Isaac Bronson likewise acceded to the reduction of
$500. Tliis amendnient quickty adopted, the House immedi-
ately proceeded to reduce the salaries of the judges of the
federal territorial courts by three hundred dollars, from $1800
to $1500."" An interesting side light on the drafting of the
Iowa bill is seen in Bronson's statement in accepting the salary
slash, when he said that the Committee on Territories "in
drafting this bill, had been led into an error, b.y taking the
House IDÍII for Wisconsin as the model for this, forgetting that
the salaries liad aftex'wards been reduced in the Senate. ' '
A fair test of strength on the bill was made when the in-
defatigable Thompson offered a motion to lay the whole bill on
the table. The motion was lost, 42 to 134. A last effort to
postpone the establishment of Iowa Territory was Mercer's
20Tipton of Indiana maintained that a $"1500 salary was the average for mostjudges in the state cotirts.
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motion to amend by providing that the bill should become
operative onlj^  when Wisconsin became a state. This too was
beaten. The bill finally passed by a vote of 118 to 51 and was
sent to the Senate for concurrence in the House amendments.
The arguments for the creation of Iowa Territory in the
House followed the stereotyped ones of size, growth of popu-
lation, and the comparative number of settlers in other dis-
tricts at the time territorial status was conferred on them.
One of the most interesting speeches made in the House de-
bate, however, was that of Charles Shepard of North Carolina,
speaking in opposition to the bill." Not mentioning slavery,
he yet introduced other interesting differences between the
North and the South. First complaining that it was not fair
or honest to the rest of the nation to permit' settlers on the
national domain to select the choicest of lots for their own
personal use by ' ' squatters ' rights ' ' when the land was a form
of national wealth belonging to all the citizens of the coun-
try, Sheppard prophesized that onca a government for the
whites was carried across the Mississippi River it would soon
extend to the Rockies and the Oregon. This combination of a
liberal land policy backed by governmental organization work-
ed incalculable harm iipon the nation, he maintained, for by
providing an easy outlet to the west it removed a restraint
upon the morals of society, it denied the country the benefits
of competition a compact and densely settled area produced,
stimulating inventions and industry. Significantly Shepard
decried the fact that this liberal land policy worked to the dis-
advantage of the South in still another way, for by releasing
the energy of the North to the west, the "surplus of Northern
enterprise and energy which would ha '^e flowed to the South"
was lost to that section. It was an interesting speech and far
from a weak one, but Shepard was opposing "Manifest Des-
tiny" and had to yield to the restless pressure of frontier
democracy.
When the bill was reported back to the Senate on the same
day the House took its final action, June 6, Preston of South
Carolina made the last attempt to kill the measure by moving
^''Congressional Globe, VT, Appendix, pp. 511-12.
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to lay the whole bill on the table. AVhen a roU call vote showed
but five other Senators voting with Preston in favor of the
motion, the opposition collapsed, and the Senate quickly con-
curred in the House amendments and the bill was sent to the
President for his signature."
In closing this brief chart of the course of the Iowa bill
from an Idea to a Reality, it may be well to note that it was
aided by other factors not already mentioned, which perhaps
insignificant in themselves, in their collective weight were of
no sliglit assistance. Since AVisconsin, by provision of the
Northwest Ordinance, was sooner or later to be separated from
the district west of the Mississippi, the technique of Jones,
Linn, and others appears to have been to forward the Iowa
biU by initiating those steps which would lead AVisconsin
towards statehood, even though her population was far below
the statutory requirennent of 60,000, and though her territory
was not yet clear of Indian title. By this means they may
have hoped the inevitability of a separatioii of the two dis-
tricts wonld be subtly impressed on Congress. Thus, on March
5, the House accepted a motion offered by Jones asking that
the Committee on Territories be instructed to inquire into the
expediency of taking a census in AVisconsin and authorizing
the drafting of a constitution as preliminaries to AVisconsin
being admitted into the Union. The diligent and obliging
Committee on Territories reported out a bill on May 11, au-
thorizing the preliminary steps for the establishment of a state
of AYisconsin. A jjetition from residents of AVisconsin Ter-
ritory east of the Mississipx)i urging statehood for that area
was received in Congress on the 21st of May. Though much
talk had taken place in the territory upon the desirability of
early becoming a state, this was the first petition received by
the 25th Congress, and the last that session. It may have been
only a coincidence that on the 17th of May George AV. Jones
^^Ibid.. VI, 435. According to the popularly received story told by George
Wallace Jones in his reminiscences of later years, the Iowa bill was passed in the
Senate due to his cleverness in getting Calhoun out of the Senate chamber when
that measure was considered. This, if it had any actual basis, probably referred
to the Senate session of June 6, when Preston made the last effort to kill the bill.
The records of both that day and of June 1st do not show Calhoun voting in any of
the roll calls. Even if the absence of Calhoun from the Senate when the Iowa
bill was being finally debated may be credited to Jones, the vote on Preston's
motion indicates that Jones' claims were exaggerated as to the importance of his
strategy.
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gained the consent of the House to set aside the 5th and 6th
of June for a eonsideration of territorial matters.'"
Likewise the need for military protection to the settlers in
the west, and in the Black Hawk Purchase as well, was called
to the attention of members of Congress by a resolution offer-
ed by Cushing of Massachusetts which asked the President of
the United States for a report, "if in his judgment not in-
compatible with the publie interest, of any intermeddling of
any foreign government or subjects or officers thereof, with
the Indian tribes in Michigan, Wisconsin, the Territory be-
yond the Rocky Mountains, or elsewhere," with the implica-
tion that military arms were being supplied to these tribes.
Then too, there was the novel proposal of Crittendon of Ten-
nessee to establish an "Indian Territory" called "Neosho,"
west of the states of Missouri and Arkansas and embracing all
lands in which Indians still held title, giving to these red men
a territorial government and a delegate in Congress. Though
this measure may have been prompted by the s&vere twinges
of conscience produced by the conduct of the United States
towards the Seminóles and Creeks of Florida and Georgia, it
was debated at some length in the Senate and was warmly
favored by Benton and Linn of Missouri. Whether this was
a serious gesture need not be debated here, that it did serve
a purpose in directing the attention of eastern Congressmen
towards the unsettled state of the west and the need for new
military posts, perhaps arsenals, or hospitals on the western
waters, is plain, equally plain is it that the Iowa bill benefited
as much from tliis attention to the west as did these other in-
terests. The Ioiva Neivs, however, did not share in this solicit-
ous concern for the red man, and editorialized that the whites
should be given first consideration, and granted a territorial
government before any Indian. The importance attaehed to
the presence of Indians on the frontier was not fictitious ; one
has only to refer to the fact that the governorship of the Ter-
ritory of Iowa was first offered to two men. Brigadier General
Thomas S. Jesup and Brigadier General Henry Atkinson, both
army men and both experienced in Indian warfare, that the
man who finally accepted the appointment likewise had be-
"Congressional Globe, VI, 208, 363, 394.
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hind him an impressive military record, and that even such a
good friend of George Jones as was Senator Benton would in-
dorse the former as the governor of the new territory only if
it were not considered a military post."
On Tuesday, June 12, President Martin Van Buren signed
his name to the engrossed Iowa hill, making it a law. On the
following Fourth of July Iowa Territorj^ was to hegin its first
year of official existence . . . the hundredth of whicli we are
celebrating this year.
Despite Amos Kendall's (Postmaster General) "Express
Mails," news a hundred years ago travelled hut slowly, and
authentic news even more so. With the information that de-
cisive action upon the Iowa hill was to he taken on the 5th and
6th of June, the Iowa District awaited anxiously the results of
those two days of deliberation. Easily puffed rumors based
upon a part of the congressional action in one or the other
house made it difficult to distinguish fact from fiction, con-
sequently for two or three weeks in June the Iowa press car-
ried a vacilating story of hope, fear, and fact. One of the first
to hear tlie actual news was Peter HiU Engle, who read the
news in the Missouri Republican of June 20 ; he wasted no time
and wrote to Jones that same daj' recommending a candidate
to an appointive office. The Burlington Gazette on the 23rd
of June was confidently hopeful when it wrote "This is a
great event, and great will be the consequence. In the
twinkling of a; bedpost as Lord Duberlj^ says, we shall have
the population for a state—and a state of such a character
for real growing greatness.'' One reminiscent pioneer later
recollected that the authenticated news of the signing of the
Iowa bill reached Burlington on the 25th of June, and that the
Wisconsin legislators departed on an upstream steamer the
saine day. On the 27th of June the Ioiva Patriot based its con-
viction that the longed for event had actually taken place
upon the fact that at Burlington no great opposition had been
made to the crating-up of the Wisconsin territorial library
and its shipment to Madison, nor had any delay been inter-
posed to the auctioning of the legislative furniture. Finally
'"Albany Jeffersonian. March 31. 1838; Congressional Globe,. VI, 388 ff.: Jones
Correspondence, May 26, 1838; Mason Colleetion, letttr of Lt. A. M. Lea, dated
June 12, 1S38.
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in the issue of June 30, the Burlington Gazette was able to
print the entire organic law of the Territory of Iowa.
With confident faith in the future of the young territory,
the settlers prepared for its first jubilee on the Fourth of
July. With pride in tlie record of that past, Iowa looks for-
ward with equal confidence and faith to the next hundred
years that lie ahead.
TERRITORIAL NOTES
THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.—A report from the U. S. engineer-
ing department, states that the number of snags taken out of
the mouths of this river during the year 1837, amounted to
about 1894. The engineer deems the expense of closing all
the mouths but one, or making a ship canal, too expensive.
Every snag pulled up by the steamer employed costs now
$13, the price advancing as the snags diminish. The peculiar
obstructions could be avoided, if the caving banks were cleared
of all timber, of which there have been felled this year 18,141
trees. The wash of the serpentine current causes the caving
of the banks.—The New Yorker, New York, N. Y., .fipril 21,
1838.
FAST TRAVELLING.—A gentleman of this place arrived yes-
terday morning on the Rolla having come up from New Or-
leans in ten days, less seven hours, including 27 hours spent
in St. Louis. This is the quickest trip ever made on the Mis-
sissippi. He came on board the steamer St. Louis as: far as
St. Louis.—The Iowa Neivs, Dubuque, Wisconsin Territory,
June 9, 1838.
NOTICE
Owing to the scarcity of cash, the subscriber will receive
the following articles, A'iz: Corn, Oats, White Beans, Wood,
Flour, Butter, Eggs, and Jjard, at cash prices in payment of
fee for recording. Fees in all cases to be paid in advance.
Jno. D. Evans.
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